We now show that any linearly ordered subfamily {(Ca,Ga) : a E A} of Ç has an upper bound (Cß, Gß). Let Cß = \J{Ca : a G A}. For each pair (A,B) of separated subsets of Cß, let Gß(A,B) = \J{GQ(AnCa,BnCa): qGA}, and let us show that Gß is a monotone normality operator for Cß. In fact, first, since G0(A,B)nCa = Ga(AC\Ca,Bf\CQ) for each a E A, Gß (A,B) is open in Cß. Next, let Kß = \J{ClCaGa(AnCa,BnCa): cxEA}.
ADJUNCTION SPACES OF MONOTONICALLY NORMAL SPACES AND SPACES DOMINATED BY MONOTONICALLY NORMAL SUBSETS TAKUO MIWA
ABSTRACT.
In this paper, we shall prove the following results: (1) the adjunction space of two monotonically normal spaces is also monotonically normal, (2) a topological space is monotonically normal if and only if it is dominated by a collection of monotonically normal subsets.
The class of monotonically normal spaces was introduced by P. Zenor, and studied by P. Zenor, R. Heath and D. Lutzer [5] , C. R. Borges [2, 3] and others. In this paper, we shall first prove that the adjunction space of two monotonically normal spaces is monotonically normal, and as an immediate corollary that a topological space is an AR(Ma/) (resp. ANR(M.V)) if and only if it is an AE(MM) (resp. ANE(MX)), where MM is the class of all monotonically normal spaces.
In [5, p. 483] , it was shown that if a topological space X can be covered by a locally finite (or even hereditarily closure preserving) collection of closed monotonically normal subspaces, then X is monotonically normal. Concerning this result, it was asked whether a topological space X must be monotonically normal provided that X is dominated by a collection such subspaces. In §2, we shall answer this question affirmatively.
Throughout this paper, all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff topological spaces. Clx denotes the closure operator in a space X. Let G\ and G2 be monotone normality operators for X and Y, respectively, and (A, B) a pair of separated subsets of Z. We shall show that there is a monotone normality operator G for Z such that k~1(G(A,B)) = G2(Ay,i?y). 
Let G(A,B) = h(UA) U fc(G2vAy,.Sy)). Then it is easily seen that G is a monotone normality operator for Z such that k~l(G(A,B)) = G2(AY,BY). This completes the proof.
AR(C) (resp. ANR(C)) is the abbreviation for absolute (resp. neighborhood) retract for the class C and AE(C) (resp. ANE(C)) the abbreviation for absolute (resp. neighborhood) extensor for the class C. For these definitions, see [6] . Note that, in [4] , ES(C) and NES(C) are used instead of AE(C) and ANE(C), respectively. COROLLARY 1.2. Let X be a monotonically normal space. Then X is an AR(MAi) (resp. ANR(MJV)) if and only if X is anAE(MM) (resp. ANE(AtAf)).
PROOF. This follows from Theorem 1.1, using the same method of proof of Theorem 8.1 in [4] . 2 . Spaces dominated by monotonically normal subsets. We start by reproducing Definition 8.1 in [7] . DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a space, and B a collection of closed subsets of X. Then 8 dominates X if, whenever Ac X has a closed intersection with every element of some subcollection Bx of 8 which covers A, then A is closed.
In [7] (resp. [1] ), it is shown that a space is paracompact (resp. stratifiable) if and only if it is dominated by a collection of paracompact (resp. stratifiable) subspaces.
We prove the following: THEOREM 2.2. A space is monotonically normal if and only if it is dominated by a collection of monotonically normal subsets.
PROOF. Since the "only if" part is trivial, we prove the "if" part. Let 8 be a dominating collection of monotonically normal subsets of a space X. Consider the class § of all pairs of the form (Ca,GQ), where Ca C S, and GQ is a monotone normality operator for Ca -(J Ca-(Throughout this proof, [J C~, will be denoted by G7 for any C7 C S.) We partially order Q by letting (CQ,Ga) < (Cß,Gß) whenever Ca C Cß and, for each pair (A,B) of separated subsets of Cß, Gß(A,B)CiCa = GQ(AnCa,BnCa).
